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This first-of-its-kind legal guide showcases how to use the latest Web-based and software technologies, such as Web 2.0, Google tools, Microsoft Office, and Acrobat, to work
collaboratively and more efficiently on projects with colleagues, clients, co-counsel and even opposing counsel. The book provides a wealth of information useful to lawyers who
are just beginning to try collaboration tools, as well as tips and techniques for those lawyers with intermediate and advanced collaboration experience.
It's a dark day for Itching Down. Four million wasps have just descended on the town, and the pests are relentless! What can be done? Bap the Baker has a crazy idea that just
might work . . . Young readers will love this lyrical, rhyming text as they watch the industrious citizens of Itching Down knead, bake, and slather the biggest wasp trap there ever
was! John Vernon Lord's bright ink and crayon illustrations fill the pages with humorous detail.
Studies show that it's important for children to engage in educational activities even when school is out. That's why we developed our Summer Review & Prep series. Each book
includes engaging math and reading activities that review concepts from the previous year and introduce next year's curriculum.
Kumon Summer Review and Prep Workbooks are designed to help your child retain the skills they have learned and get a jump start on new lessons. Each colorful workbook
includes a recommended reading list, an educational poster, a calendar so children can chart their progress, stickers, and a certificate of achievement. They go beyond review
and offer fun activities that help children get comfortable with the concepts they will encounter in the next grade.
"This workbook will help your child perform multiple-digit vertical form multiplication."--Cover.
With this workbook, your child will master each topic in pre-algebra in a step-by-step manner, building both understanding and confidence. Topics include fractions, exponents,
order of operations, positive and negative numbers, algebraic expressions, and more. The contents of this volume were originally published individually as Pre-Algebra Workbook
I (2014) and Pre-Algebra Workbook II (2014).
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn more easily when they tackle one skill at a time. That's why Kumon Focus on Workbooks shine a spotlight on one
challenging maths topic per book and help children improve these essential skills and gain confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises the Kumon Method - a step-bystep, incremental approach that helps children learn at their own pace and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each skill, the child will be proficient in the mathematics that is
crucial for future learning.
In a step-by-step approach, children are taught how to add three, four and five and bigger single-digit numbers. This enables them to gain solid calculation skills without being
confused about decimal places. Building basic addition skills is vital to later understanding of the decimal system, which is the foundation of higher level arithmetic concepts and
skills taught at school. The purpose of this book is to prepare children for school-level mathematics.
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the reading and writing of phrases that combine similar-sounding consonant and vowel combinations in a volume that offers
tracing and pronunciation games involving such example phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.
"This workbook will help your child perform multiple-digit vertical form division with remainders."--Cover.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade two vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
"If your child is starting to use a pencil, then this book will build on that foundation. Use this book to help your child develop pencil skills while having fun with easy mazes."
Promotes beginning multiplication skills by introducing specific concepts gradually to enable complete mastery and the memorization of multiplication basics, sharing an
abundance of practice pages for extra reinforcement. Original.
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to see how they align with UK education standards. Kumon offers four titles that support the Early Years Learning Stage
curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1 curriculum. Give your child an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.
"This workbook will introduce your child to the addition of two multiple-digit numbers."--cover.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade four vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
Nine-year-old Helen is confused by the disappearance of her Jewish friend during the German occupation of Paris.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade five vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.
The Iliad tells the story of the war between Greeks and Trojans; the love between Helena and Paris; and the Trojan Horse. The Odyssey depicts the perilous voyage home of the Greek warrior
Odysseus. This title retells these classic Greek stories with a cartoon style, aiming to make them accessible and fun for young children.
This workbook will help your child develop skills essential for preschool and beyond. This is a bind up of Number Games 1-70, Alphabet Games, and Rhyming Words.

Maddy Carson is a mass of contradictions. She loves her job as Script Supervisor on a hit TV show, but hates "Hollywood." Super-organized and down-to-earth, Maddy is clearly
one of the best at her job, and her strict dating rule - "No Actors!" - helps her keep focused on her career. However, a budding relationship with Craig, one of the executives at her
company, may even propel her into the big leagues. Could Wolf County, her beloved hometown in the mountains, be saved from a financial crisis by creating a reality show
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featuring the eccentrics in the small ski village? Maddy is determined to try, even when she learns that Craig's agenda doesn't exactly line up with her altruistic goal. Meanwhile,
Maddy still has a full-time job to manage, her family to deal with, and a gorgeous new actor, Adam Devin, determined to wear down her resistance. Eventually Maddy must learn
to break all her self-imposed rules and simply follow her heart. Scared Scriptless offers an engagingly relatable heroine, laugh-out-loud humor, and a fascinating behind-thescenes look at how television is made.
Word Problems joins Kumon Middle School Math workbooks. The word problems in this workbook will cover grade appropriate topics. Word problems are designed to test a
childs understanding and mastery of math topics. This workbook will develop your childs ability to apply the math skills he or she has learned in Middle School Math problems
that reflect real world situations. Learning math is easy with our middle school level math books. These workbooks follow Kumons unique, step-by-step approach that students
and parents know they can count on.
Kumon STEM Missions Workbooks offer students a fun way to practice interdisciplinary topics by combining science, technology, engineering, and math questions in order to
strengthen problem-solving skills. In this workbook, your child will complete several STEM "missions" designed to increase his or her critical thinking and problem-solving abilities.
Each mission asks your child to read science passages, answer questions about the passages, solve math problems, and use the knowledge gained to create or design a
solution (engineering) to a real word problem. Featuring Life Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science topics, these workbooks are sure to get your child interested in the
connection between what he or she learns and how it can be applied to the real world.
Introducing a range of fun, practical and educational early-learning workbooks from Kumon, the leading world-wide supplementary education provider. The Kumon method
enables children to progress successfully, by practicing material until concepts are mastered, and by advancing in small, manageable steps. In this workbook, children are
introduced to scissors, an important basic tool which helps improve their manual dexterity.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner."--Cover.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade three vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
Introduce your child to geography through fun activities including stickering, coloring, mazes, and more
Introduce your child to science through fun activities including stickering, coloring, mazes, and more.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade one vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
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